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God’s Universal Laws  

 The Law of Expansion 

 

This law relates to our ability to learn. It could be called the law of learning but if we did then 

the law would not be what our Source told us to do. He told us to be fruitful, multiply and 

replenish. This is true expansion. Yes we had to learn how to do these things but in the act of 

doing we had to learn and collective this entire process is expansion. So, what is expansion?  

The better question is what is it not?  Expansion is everything.  If we looked at the growth 

pattern of a seed producing a beautiful flower, vegetables for nourishment, or a tree the 

minute the seed begins to grow it is expanding itself. If we look at the growth of a baby into 

adulthood, the baby is expanding itself in growth of bones, body size, and knowledge about the 

Life they came forth to live. Everything requires itself to expand. So when we look to our ability 

to know we have to look to the ability of thought through the Law of Thought. It is through the 

Law of Free Will we get to think about what we want to think about and learn what we want to 

understand. None of this could be possible without the Law of Focus which keeps our thoughts 

on a single focus for whatever we wish to think about.  It is through our thoughts and our 

learning of knowledge that allows us to be fruitful, multiply, replenish and subdue – expanding 

our universe. 

 

As we move further into the story of Adam and Eve we will pick the story up in Genesis Chapter 

2.  It is this Chapter it speaks to the origin of man and woman without repeating the story of the 

creation itself. It also brings us to the time in the story where we are told of the Garden of 

Eden. We are told that God created the garden for Adam to attend to. In the garden were 

planted trees for food and pleasant to look at. Included within the garden were two specific 

trees that God told Adam about. The first was called the Tree of Life and the second was called 

the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. God told Adam that the entire garden provided good 

food but the Tree of Knowledge was forbidden to be eaten from.  The story continues by telling 

us that Adam did eat of the Tree of Knowledge when given the fruit by his wife Eve. And it was 



Eve who was tempted to eat of the Tree of Knowledge by a serpent.  It is here we will stop and 

discuss the story as well as identifying the next several laws. 

 

God labeling the trees as he did was an enticement to Adam and Eve to begin with. Why is this? 

God has just given them Life and as such had commissioned them to go forth and be fruitful, 

multiply, replenish and subdue.  He did not tell them how to do this but in actuality he told 

them to do this as they learned how – knowledge.  So, who wouldn’t be tempted to eat of a 

tree that could provide them knowledge as to how to go do these things commanded to do?  

They already had Life but they needed knowledge.  What God gave Adam and Eve was limited 

knowledge of finite things regarding Life.  He wanted to test them to determine whether they 

looked to the spiritual knowledge he opened to them and seek more of that through the Tree 

of Life where all knowledge would be given.  However, in the finite knowledge base of Eve and 

then Adam they had not yet linked the thoughts of the mind to the spirit of the soul.  They only 

knew of the things they could understand at that time.  So, in this test, Adam and Eve yielded to 

themselves (their ego minds) and failed to see that knowledge really was within the Tree of 

Life.   When they ate of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge their minds were open to identify 

with good and evil.  They still had their soul as given to them by God and the ability to seek the 

spiritual truths through their spiritual mind that was connected to God.  However, instead of 

their minds only identifying with the thoughts of the soul they now had open to them the 

understanding that they were in control over good and evil – their own minds. This is called 

separation.  

 


